### ACCOUNTING

- The ultimate job search: intelligent strategies to get the right job fast
- 101 smart questions to ask on your interview
- 101 great answers to the toughest interview questions
- Never order barbecue in Maine: proven career strategies from people who've been there, done that
- Say it with presentations
- The franchise handbook: a complete guide to all aspects of buying, selling or investing in a franchise

### COMPUTERS & TECHNOLOGY

- First look 2007 Microsoft Office system
- Powerpoint(r) 2003 just the steps for dummies(r)
### CULINARY ARTS

- Chile: the art of wine
- Food
- Feast day cookbook
- Changing seasons macrobiotic cookbook: cooking in harmony with nature
- Cuisine naturelle: more than 140 simple, elegant recipes that bring a revolution in French cooking to your kitchen
- The food and cooking of Greece: classic Mediterranean cuisine: history, traditions, ingredients and over 160 recipes
- At the Japanese table
- Cradle of flavor: home cooking from the spice islands of Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore
- Authentic recipes from India
- Traditional Moroccan cooking: recipes from Fez
- Taste of Uganda: recipes for traditional dishes
- Cuba Cocina!: the tantalizing world of Cuban cooking--yesterday, today, and tomorrow
- The chile pepper encyclopedia: everything you'll ever need to know about hot peppers with more than 100 recipes

### DISPUTE RESOLUTION

- The collaborative way to divorce: the revolutionary method that results in less stress, lower costs, and happier kids, without going to court
- Collaborative divorce: the revolutionary new way to restructure your family, resolve legal issues, and move on with your life
- Divorce without court: a guide to mediation and collaborative divorce

### ECONOMICS

### EDUCATION & EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

- The giant encyclopedia of monthly activities for children 3 to 6: written by teachers for teachers
- What children need
- Positive discipline
American icons: an encyclopedia of the people, places, and things that have shaped our culture
James Madison and the struggle for the Bill of Rights
My Chilean wine odyssey: a week touring the wine country of Chile
Greetings from the Finger Lakes: a food and wine lover’s companion
How art made the world

Cooking for profit: catering and food service management
LANGUAGES

LAW

Intellectual property technology transfer
The American Bar Association guide to marriage, divorce & families
Nolo's patents for beginners
Motion practice and persuasion

LITERATURE

MANAGEMENT

Organizational perception management

MARKETING

MATH & SCIENCE

MEDICINE

The geometry of care: linking resources, research, and community to reduce degrees of separation between HIV treatment and prevention
The family medicine handbook
Parkland manual of in-patient medicine: an evidence-based approach
Pain-free for life: the 6-week cure for chronic pain--without surgery or drugs
Current diagnosis & treatment of pain
IBS relief: a complete approach to managing irritable bowel syndrome
At wit's end: plain talk on Alzheimer's for families and clinicians
American Cancer Society's complete guide to colorectal cancer
Babycare before birth